Robert Babylon Photography
Testimonials
“The idea of the photo shoot was amazing to me, however when the day arrived I
had to admit to being very nervous. I was made up and had my hair done which I
was very grateful of. During the first shots I was very ill at ease even though
Robert was brilliant and tried his best to make me feel comfortable. This probably
had more to do with the outfit I had chosen than anything else.
As the shoot went on and I progressed to more provocative outfits, I really got into
the shoot. With Robert’s encouragement and suggestions I found myself getting
more and more comfortable with everything as the photos proved. I even asked if
my hair could be slightly wilder and my make up more intense to reflect this
change in my attitude as the shoot went on.
Robert was superb in making me feel special and therefore I was able to pose as
he and I wanted. I was able to pose in several positions that ultimately showed me
off to my best thanks to Robert's skills.
The results were amazing and I couldn't quite believe that the photos were of me.
Even now as I stare at the photos on our walls, I can't quite believe that they are
of me. Robert your photographic skills are fantastic and you made me feel so
special and so at ease. The results are proof in themselves.
Thank you so much. It is an experience I will treasure for always and hope to have
another.”
F

“L and I would just like to thank you again for a wonderful wonderful day.
Your hospitality and efforts made our day very special and we hope you both
enjoyed it as much as us. There are still some pics we'd love to do and some that
may be a bit more adventurous.
We look forward eagerly to seeing the photos you choose as ones to work on.
Although it's going to kill us to wait after seeing them on the big screen...
well here's to working with you again.”
L&A
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"The whole photoshoot experience has been great from beginning to end. I felt
really comfortable and positively spoilt. It might be a girl thing but I really
enjoyed going through the outfits and the toys, deciding what to wear and how to
shoot it. When it came to the actual shoot I really felt like a star for those few
hours, having someone check tiny details, move my hair, re-do my make up and so
on. The time just flew by and when I look back or look at the prints I remember
feeling sexy, glamorous and above all free to express how I wanted to look. What
amazes me most is how the prints capture a me that obviously isn't the everyday
me but somehow is exactly me. Not sure that makes sense but I hope you
understand what I mean.
The time taken over everything and the way the final proofs have come out was
and is fantastic. We looked at them for ages before being able to choose the final
ones to have as prints and could have chosen many others. The final prints are
beautifully finished and very professionally presented. If anyone is looking for an
experience that will make them feel sexy, is different from other photo sessions,
allows them to see them selves in a whole new light and makes them feel simply a
star for the day whilst always remaining comfortable and in control - I would not
hesitate to recommend that they have you take their pictures. The prints are
above my bed and each time I look at them I feel as good as I did the day they
were taken."
M

“My photo session with Robert was just one of those really great, special
experiences, which you know you'll never forget and which you couldn't replicate
either.
To be right at the centre of a skilled photographer's attention is brilliant in itself.
But when that person is also able to encourage you to express the part of yourself
which feels confident and glamorous, you really do have a day to remember. It's
like saying: "can you see the real me?" and for once getting an answer.
When Robert first played back the rough images from the shoot, I realised he'd
captured something I'd never actually seen before, though I guess others have. The
finished pictures are a treasure. Every woman should have a set, free on the
National Health. The last half of that sentence is a joke. Robert's work is great
value for money.”
V
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“Thank you so much for yesterday’s photo shoot. I completely enjoyed pretty
much everything about the whole day.
You are a real pleasure to work with. I was completely comfortable (emotionally if
not 100% physically at times) and very happy all day. I loved being in front of the
lens, being the centre of attention and even enjoyed the challenge of holding
positions which were a bit of a strain (ah the joys of a hot bath... mmm)
Thank you for checking in with me so regularly all the same. It's particularly
reassuring that you do that when you haven't seen my face for a while.
I was surprised quite how much I enjoyed it all. I think that was made easier
because we'd talked it through and I knew I could completely trust you. It's not
that I thought there'd be bad bits of the experience just it was more intensely
good than I'd hoped and in a very nice way.
Thank you again for everything, please feel free to use anything I've said about
your work in this mail in your publicity if you feel it will be of use. I would be very
happy to have my experience help reassure others how good theirs could be.”
J

“Robert, many thanks for sending these so soon, all I have been able to do today is
think about yesterday, it really has to rank as one of the most amazing and
exciting days of my life. I've looked at the pics, and they truly have exceeded my
wildest expectations, they are simply amazing, I am struggling to come to terms
with the fact that its actually me in the pictures, however I do know that I did not
dream what happened..... it did happen and it was me, however I can't even begin
to take any credit for the way they have turned out... its really all down to you...
in that you managed to achieve what I had asked for... which was to be
photographed in a way that would evoke a reaction, and show me in a way that I
know existed within me. You did both..... to an extreme.
The only trouble is how will I ever top this??? I see no way of ever even getting
equal let alone exceeding what you have done for me. I will cherish these pictures
for many years to come I am sure. I apologise if I sound a bit hyperactive, my
heart is still racing from seeing the pics just now...!!! sorry!!! I will calm down
sometime in the next week! It was a fantastic day on many levels, after I had
relaxed, I was in my own little world, and I think that as the shoot progressed this
is represented in the way that the pictures have turned out!! Please give Caroline
a huge hug from me, she's a lovely lady.”
N
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"Finding very easy to park at the venue, I was greeted at the door by a lovely
looking guy with a warm temperament which straight away put me at ease… all to
often it’s easy to get caught up in the excitement which leads you to bursting in
the door with a huge “Hello” and forgetting that you need to keep yourself
“unsweaty” for your shoot!
Expecting to meet a pretentious arty type, I was surprised to find that this guy is
totally chilled out and his warm welcome was appreciated. I was guided to the
changing area to plot up, finish my makeup and leave my stuff. Around the venue,
there are various canvasses (his faves) on the walls displaying his adorable work.
On the table in front of me there was a couple of portfolios of his work. Sifting
through, I could tell that this work is Robert’s life.
I was made a coffee and introduced to Makeup assistance lady Caroline who is also
Robert’s partner. A very calm and chilled lady, who was only too happy to help
with the finishing touches of my makeup.. We all sat down and discussed outfits, a
hanging rail was provided and we discussed how the shoot was going to go..
Not for everyone, but I decided to do the glamour side first because you get lines
and elastic marks when wearing everything.. so I kind of went backwards, normally
I wouldn’t.. but after reading Robert’s notes in full and meeting him, I felt so
comfortable in his presence.
During the shoot, Robert got me into some strange kind of stretching positions and
promised that the end result, as wierd as I felt would be spectacular! The lights
were hot and I felt really fantastic. Caroline was constantly on the look out for any
imperfections and paid attention closely to the pictures and made alterations to
my hair and clothes regularly. I felt really special, pampered and part of
something rather excellent.
The shoot seemed to go so quickly and I enjoyed myself thoroughly!
After getting dressed and sorting myself out to leave, Robert informed me that my
pictures were up on a screen waiting to be viewed! Wow.. looking at them straight
afterwards was really strange.. I looked at myself and could not believe it was
me.. It was an emotional moment and the pictures looked amazing.
I got home later that day and I have to say, I slept well that night. Outstanding
stuff. I couldn’t wait to see the end result on what I had already deemed as
perfect."
N
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